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Various models of personhood exist within Christianity. These often involve a
particular understanding of the human soul. We believe that three common
assumptions about the soul are incorrect and may lead to errors in Christian praxis.
These assumptions are that the soul (1) is instantaneously created at the moment
of fertilization, (2) is immaterial and pure and somehow better than the body, and
(3) is the “real person.” Using insights from biology, we suggest a new perspective
that we call “developing hominization.” Our model is open regarding anthropo-
logical monism or dualism. However, we seek to clarify Christian anthropology
by stipulating that models employing the foregoing beliefs must be changed or
eliminated since they do not meet philosophical, scriptural, and practical qualifica-
tion to properly inform our understanding of personhood and all its ramifications
in theology and science. We examine, through examples, how our model would
better inform Christian praxis.

I
n the current era of biotechnological

advances, there is a critical need

for Christians to better understand

what it means to be a human person.

Many recent biotechnological innova-

tions—such as IVF with the potential for

embryo reduction, genetic testing for the

selection of embryos, some forms of birth

control, and the use of embryonic stem

cells—may be considered either life-

destroying or life-enhancing depending

on one’s view of what it means to be

a person. New knowledge in biology

has provided insights that should help

to answer this ancient question.

But the importance of understanding

what it means to be a person goes

beyond issues related to biology. Specif-

ically, we believe that several assump-

tions about what has traditionally been

called “the soul” and its relationship to

the human body have been a source of

error in Christian practice. We believe

that there are three common assump-

tions about the soul that seem incorrect

and, if unquestioningly accepted, may

lead to errors in practice.

1. The soul is instantaneously created

at the moment of fertilization. We label

this belief “immediate ensoulment.”

Although this is often taken as a core

belief that supports many Christians’

commitment to “sanctity of life” issues,
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we believe it may actually provide an inadequate

motivation for this commitment.

2. The soul is immaterial and pure and somehow

better than material things (including the human

body); we label this view “hierarchicalism.” We

think that this perspective has led to an inappropri-

ate devaluing of the physical nature of humanity,

and ultimately, among other things, to Christian

practices that have subjugated women and unwit-

tingly encouraged pathological lifestyle choices

among women.

3. The soul is the “real person.” We label this view

“discorporealism” and distinguish it from hierarchi-

calism by virtue of the errors in practice that it

perpetuates. These errors relate to an unbiblical

interpretation of the gospel that focuses almost

exclusively on spiritual salvation at the expense of

meeting the physical needs of a broken world.

Our ultimate goal in this article will be to assess

the validity of these assumptions and to develop

different perspectives that can better support the

mission of the church. We begin by considering

options for a Christian understanding of what it

means to be a person. We first survey what scripture

does and does not say about this topic, and then

explore five models of personhood suggested by

different Christian thinkers. Next, we discuss how

insights from current thinking in biology might

inform our appraisals of the five models. These

insights lead us to propose an alternative pedagogi-

cal model for understanding personhood. Finally,

we apply our model to three problems (each related

to one of the three assumptions described above)

that require a specific Christian response.

Insights from Scripture
We begin this section by disclosing our purpose for

it—we wish to demonstrate that the Bible does not

provide an explicit anthropology that supports a

dualistic perspective. We agree with theologian Joel

Green who has written in support of a monistic per-

spective of personhood, and who concludes that bib-

lical word studies related to this concept can provide

“only limited and primarily negative results.”1 While

a review of Green’s work would support our pur-

pose, to avoid the impression of selectively citing

antidualist authors, we have chosen instead for this

cursory overview to rely on the writings of theolo-

gian John Cooper who holds a position he calls

“holistic dualism.”2 Cooper, too, concedes that in

biblical word studies, “the variety and interchange-

ability of terminology simply do not provide a foot-

ing for a clearly dualistic reading.”3

Old Testament Biblical Anthropology
Cooper states,

There is little question that traditional exegetes

have viewed the Old Testament picture of human

nature through the lenses of Christian Platonism …

a material body and an immaterial soul or spirit

was simply taken for granted.4

He then notes that more recently “the pendulum has

swung to the opposite side.” Current scholars have

“become highly suspicious—almost paranoid—of

the presence of Platonic dualism in the traditional

interpretations of Scripture.”5 Cooper explains that

the Hebrew people of the Old Testament era “viewed

human nature as a ‘unity’ of personal and bodily

existence.” And “the Old Testament is resoundingly

this-worldly.”6

We present five key Old Testament terms used

to describe aspects of persons.7

1. Nephesh is frequently translated as “soul,” but it

can also mean “throat,” “neck,” or “stomach”—even

“corpse” or “dead person”8 (Num. 19:11, 13, NIV9).

It “is used of animals as well as people in the sense

of ‘living creature.’” It has bodily desires, and it

is “the seat of emotions and moral dispositions.”

Cooper concludes that, in many contexts, it might

well be translated as simply “person,” “self,” “I,”

or “myself.”

2. Ruach means “wind or moving air” and, by exten-

sion, “breath.” It is also translated as “spirit,” more

often as the spirit of God rather than that of humans.

Cooper sees it as “a vital force … which animates

living creatures” but not as an “immaterial substan-

tial soul.” It is also the “seat of various conscious

dispositions and activities. The spirit can reason,

deliberate, choose, will, rebel against God …”

Cooper concludes that none of the Old Testament

uses indicates an “immaterial subsistent self.”

3. Basar is frequently translated as “flesh.” It is often

used to describe muscle tissue or the human body

itself. Cooper notes that it is never used in such a
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way as to “imply a metaphysical distinction between

living physical matter and nonphysical substantial

spirit.”

4. Qereb is often translated as “inner parts” of the

body or “bowels” and sometimes has direct refer-

ence to specific organs. The Old Testament Hebrews

did not seem concerned with the physiological prop-

erties of the human organs, but emphasized their

association with spiritual and/or ethical awareness.

5. Leb is the heart. Cooper explains that this meant

the “hidden control-center of the whole human

being.” He further notes, “The entire range of con-

scious and perhaps even unconscious activity of the

person is located in and emanates from the heart.”

Along with nephesh and ruach, leb overlaps consider-

ably with current concepts of the person or self.

The Old Testament Hebrews did not see any one

of these terms as equivalent to the current concept

of the soul. Rather, the terms are often used to refer

to various aspects of the person, or even to the

whole being. Nephesh and ruach most frequently

“seem either to refer to the whole psychophysical

person or otherwise to the energizing life-force given

by God. Neither use refers to an immaterial entity.”10

Intertestamental and
New Testament Anthropology
During this period, there was an expansion of ideas

regarding the afterlife and immortality. Views ranged

from materialistic such as those of the Sadducees,

to extremely dualistic, as expressed in several books

of the apocrypha which suggest that body and soul

are permanently separated at death. The words

nephesh and ruach (soul and spirit, respectively) were

given additional meanings and “could now refer to

the discarnate dead as well as to the whole person,

life-force, and the breath.” Cooper acknowledges

that there was some influence of Greek thinking in

various strains of intertestamental writings, but he

contends, “there is little evidence of the principle

antibody, antimaterial bias of Greek idealism or

Gnosticism.”11

Generally, Old Testament categories are retained

in the New Testament through the use of approxi-

mately equivalent Greek terminology. For example,

sarx becomes the equivalent of flesh (basar), soma

takes the meaning of body (as a whole), psyche is the

word for soul (nephesh), and pneuma is the word for

spirit (ruach). However, in the two cases of the words

translated as soul and spirit, there are new meanings

that correspond to the additional (discarnate) mean-

ings added in the intertestamental period. Though

Cooper himself ultimately favors a dualistic perspec-

tive, he notes that the anthropological terms and

usages do not require any dualistic anthropological

interpretation of scripture.

While space limitations prevent us from assessing

in detail more subtle considerations regarding pos-

sible biblical anthropologies, we have indicated that

the Bible does not, as some assume it does, offer

a straightforward teaching on this matter.12

Models of Personhood
We now consider five models of personhood sug-

gested by different Christian thinkers. The first three

are historical and propose dualistic relationships

between an immaterial soul and a material body.

The fourth and fifth examples are recent proposals

that attempt to incorporate modern science as it re-

lates to the nature of personhood. The fourth posits a

dualistic relationship that is based on an “emergent”

spiritual soul, while the fifth posits that humans are

totally material beings capable of relating to others

and to God both in this life and in a life to come.

1. Substance Dualism as Conceived by
Plato and Neoplatonism as Adapted by
Augustine

Plato (428–347 BCE) proposed that humans are com-

posed of two distinct parts: a mortal body and an

immortal, eternal soul. The soul preexists and out-

lives the body; during earthly life, the soul is “im-

prisoned” in the body. Nancey Murphy comments

concerning Platonic dualism, “The soul’s true home

is a transcendental realm of ‘ideas.’”13 Augustine

(CE 354–430) adapted Plato’s ideas for use within

a Christian worldview. Augustine’s view, neoplato-

nism, carefully modified two of Plato’s positions that

would have been seen as heretical—that the soul is

preexistent, and that it is “imprisoned” in the body,

being freed in death.

2. Aquinas’s Compound Dualism
Neoplatonism dominated Christian theology for

almost 1,000 years but was eventually superseded
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by the teachings of Thomas Aquinas (CE 1225–1274).

Aquinas used many ideas about matter and spirit

that originated with Plato’s student Aristotle, after

the reintroduction of Aristotle to Europe via Arab

scholars. Aquinas (per Aristotle) viewed matter as

passive, but also as multipotent, that is, it could

“become all sorts of things”14 when activated by

a spiritual substance that Aristotle called a “form.”

Some types of forms, which Aquinas called “souls,”

provided the capacities for living things to grow,

reproduce, and do things characteristic of only living

things. In Aquinas’s view, the human soul is a form—

it determines the body’s growth and development.

It also activates the body and provides what we

conceive as consciousness. According to compound

dualism, the human person is both body and soul

(matter and form)—neither constitutes a complete

person without the other.

Aquinas believed that all living things have

“souls,” but that different types of organisms have

different types of souls. Plants have “vegetative”

souls, allowing them to grow and reproduce. Animal

souls have additional capacities, allowing them

“to perceive things and move around.”15 Finally,

humans have rational souls, allowing for cogni-

tive capacities beyond those of animals, such as

the capacity to be attracted to goodness, including

attraction to the ultimate good—God himself.

Aquinas believed that the rational soul is infused

by God into the body at 40 days for males and

90 days for females.16 But, if the soul guides bodily

development, how can it not be present until 40 or

90 days? The answer is multiple souls. Aquinas be-

lieved that human fetal development was caused by

the action of successive “types” of souls. The vegeta-

tive soul is stimulated to develop by the action of the

semen during intercourse. It organizes the mother’s

menstrual blood to begin forming the body. Follow-

ing this, a sensitive soul is generated which further

refines the body for reception of the rational soul

which God directly infuses.

Christian philosopher J. P. Moreland is a current-

day advocate of Thomistic substance dualism.17 His

views will be considered later when we consider

how current biology may inform our view of the

soul.

3. Cartesian Dualism
René Descartes (CE 1596–1650) was a highly influen-

tial Christian philosopher whose dualism gave pri-

macy to the soul as the “real” person. Descartes’s

formulation resulted from an argument meant to

convince those “without faith” (i.e., outside the

church) that God and a human soul that is distinct

from the body exist.18 He claimed to have arrived

at a conviction regarding the spiritual nature of the

“mind” or “soul” by using a radical form of reason-

ing based on doubting everything he had previously

accepted on authority or by virtue of common agree-

ment. He ultimately concluded that the body and

the mind are two separate substances and that the

mind is the true basis for what it means to be a per-

son. That Descartes conceived of the soul (or mind)

as the basis for the “real” person is illustrated by

his famous pronouncement “Cogito, ergo sum” (“I am

thinking, therefore I exist”).

… I knew that I was a substance, the whole essence

or nature of which is to think, and that for its exis-

tence there is no need of any place, nor does it

depend on any material thing; so that this “me,” …

the soul by which I am what I am, is entirely

distinct from body … and even if body were not,

the soul would not cease to be what it is.19

Richard Swinburne is a well-known contemporary

dualist who arrives at his position by reasoning that

is similar to Descartes’s,20 but whose concept of the

soul differs in several striking ways that have been

affected by current biological insights. For example,

while Descartes famously denied that animals have

souls or even consciousness, Swinburne recognizes

animal consciousness and concludes that animals,

as well as humans, have a type of soul.21 Swinburne

also takes a developmental approach to the soul that

would have been quite foreign to Descartes, believing

that the operation of the soul is linked to that of

the brain (during life) and that the soul therefore

must not function until about 20 weeks after concep-

tion (though he leaves room for the possibility that

a nonfunctioning soul may exist at an earlier time).22

4. Emergent Dualism
In emergent dualism, the mind, or soul, develops

naturally from the highly complex structures and

interactions of the human nervous system. As in the

models above, the soul is a nonphysical, spiritual

entity, but this entity naturally emerges as a new
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property, directly from the organic substrate of the

human body. William Hasker states that the soul

could emerge from the body in a manner similar to

the way certain physical properties emerge (or are

believed to emerge).

The core idea of emergence is that, when elements

of a certain sort are assembled in the right way,

something new comes into being, something that

was not there before. This new thing is not just

a rearrangement of what was there before, but

neither is it something dropped into the situation

from the outside. It “emerges,” comes into being,

through the operation of the constituent elements,

yet the new thing is something different and often

surprising; we would not have expected it before

it appeared.23

Hasker provides examples of emergent phenomena.

He notes that when a certain type of simple mathe-

matical formula is plotted “onto a set of coordinates,

a fractal pattern appears—complex, unexpected and

sometimes stunningly beautiful.” He describes crys-

tals that sometimes “emerge” when certain mole-

cules are dissolved in water. He also depicts life

in the form of a cell composed of “the right num-

ber and kind of chemical molecules … arranged in

a particular complex structure,”24 and even depicts

conditions associated with consciousness as possible

examples of emergence.

The emergence of a nonphysical soul from a

physical body would require the action of as-yet-

unknown “new laws, new systems of interactions

between the atoms, and so on.” These new laws

would then bestow upon the brain “emergent causal

powers.” The net result would be the development of

“a new entity, the mind” which is itself immaterial

and constitutes “an emergent individual.”25

For Hasker, the benefit of emergent dualism is

the view of the body as equal to the soul in value

and importance. He says,

It prevents the splitting of the person into two

distinct entities and cuts off the implication (some-

times found in “Platonic” theories of the soul) that

everything of true worth is to be found in the

spiritual dimension and that the body is at best

a tool, at worst an encumbrance for the soul.26

5. Monistic Views of the Human Person
We now address two different ideas that describe

persons as entirely physical or material, but that use

different approaches to reach this conclusion. We treat

them together because each appears, to us, some-

what incomplete for the purpose to which we apply

them. However, taken together, they suggest a coher-

ent whole that is highly applicable to our purposes.

Since the person, in both views, is entirely physical,

personhood is not the possession of some spiritual

component, but, rather, it is the possession of abilities

to reason and to act in uniquely human ways.27

Nonreductive physicalism, as championed by

Murphy, relies primarily on findings of current

science to attribute personhood to mental states.28

The second view, emergent materialism, argues for

the existence of a new type of property (an emergent

property) to account for human consciousness.

Nonreductive Physicalism

Murphy prefers the term “physicalism” over “mate-

rialism” because the latter has been associated with

a worldview stipulating “denial of the existence of

God.”29 Murphy claims that humans do not have

immaterial souls. We are wholly material or physi-

cal beings. The term “nonreductive” indicates that

one need not view this entirely physical person

as causally reducible to low-level quantum physics.

We also prefer the term physicalism as it encom-

passes things that are entirely physical, yet are not

matter (e.g., energy, gravity, or other “nonmaterial”

physical forces).

Murphy states that for dualists the soul “serves

the purpose of explaining what we might call

humans’ higher capacities:” rationality greater than

that of animals, morality, and “a relationship with

God.”30 The reductionist, she says, would argue that

humans without souls must “not be truly rational,

moral or religious,” but, instead, these capacities

must all be “really nothing but brain processes.”

Murphy states her view as follows:

… if there is no soul, then these higher human

capacities must be explained in a different manner.

In part they are explainable as brain functions, but

their full explanation requires attention to human

social relations, to cultural factors, and most

importantly, to God’s action in our lives.31

As her terminology suggests, Murphy is concerned

that her view not be taken as a standard reductionist

view of persons. She is apprehensive that her critics

may ask, “If humans are purely physical … then how
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can it not be the case that all human thought and

behavior are simply determined by the laws of neuro-

biology?”32 Murphy’s response rests on the concept

of “downward causation,” in which mental states

have top-down causal power on the physical pro-

cesses that make up a person. She asserts that most

humans think in Newtonian terms in which all causal

powers are invested at the lowest level of reduction

and that any complex systems are mere aggregates

of more elementary constituents (e.g., marbles in a

bag) or mechanisms. The Newtonian understanding

of mechanism says that the parts of a mechanism

are inert, and act upon one another in specified ways

but are not themselves affected by their relationships

to the whole or the other parts of the mechanism.

She wishes to redress this causal reductionism by

discussing how one might also conceive of the

actions within a mechanism as acting “downward”

on the parts.33

Emergent Materialism

Timothy O’Connor suggests consciousness is an

emergent property of a human body (like Hasker),

but the soul or mind exists “without there being

any substance distinct from the body …”34 Hasker’s

emergence is a version of substance dualism;

O’Connor’s is a version of materialism. Thus, al-

though the soul is eventually able to exist independ-

ently of the body in emergent dualism, the soul

always depends on the body in substance monism.

O’Connor calls this the causal unity thesis: “macro-

level phenomena” (such as human free will) are

assumed to arise “through entirely natural micro-

physical causal processes” and their existence “con-

tinues to causally depend on processes of this

kind.”35 This could, at first blush, seem to pose prob-

lems for accommodating the Christian doctrines of

eternal life and resurrection of the dead. However,

such problems are common, to some extent, to every

model presented in this analysis, as we will discuss

in the next section. Notice, however, that the causal

unity thesis specifies both bottom-up causality and

top-down causality. The complexity of the physical

organism produces the emergent soul, which then

has causal influence on the body. This is why it is

called causal unity. It is not simply a bottom-up

causal flow even though the macrolevel phenomena

continue to depend on the microlevel phenomena.

Though the former depend on the latter, they can,

in turn, influence the next state of the latter.

The Problems of Immortality and
Various Models Relating Body and Soul
Though many see the issue of immortality as a par-

ticularly hard question for the physicalist views of

Murphy and O’Connor, in fact, every Christian view

of the person is faced with similar difficulties.

Although modern dualists consider their models

superior in accounting for the afterlife, traditionally,

the church fathers (all substance dualists) were very

concerned that they could not well explain a bodily

resurrection. They expended considerable effort

trying to explain it.36 Since the doctrine of the resur-

rection is nonnegotiable for orthodox Christians,

all face problems in explaining how a body can die

and decompose, but yet eventually be resurrected.

Also, monists are not without philosophical re-

sources to account for a vigorous intermediate state.37

Thus, although most rank-and-file Christians are

dualists, and believe this dualism is a more faithful

anthropology, there is actually no simple philosophi-

cal advantage to a dualist or monist anthropology

in explaining the biblical implications of eschatology

and the afterlife. Kevin Corcoran discusses this at

some length.38

There are at least three significant questions that

obtain regardless of which explanation of person-

hood one embraces. How is the actual person

maintained in the transition from life, through death,

to the afterlife? What happens to the person during

the intermediate period between death and resur-

rection? And what exactly is involved in bodily

resurrection? While these are significant questions,

they are not of central importance for the purposes

of this article. Therefore, to show that answers can

be developed, we will merely sketch some of the

responses made to these questions by dualists and

monists.

Dualists generally contend that, because the soul

is spiritual and is the essence of the person, there

is no difficulty imagining how the actual person is

maintained after death. The real person simply con-

tinues to exist apart from the body as a disembodied

soul. Regarding the intermediate period between

death and resurrection, dualists generally settle on

one of two alternatives—either the soul “sleeps”

during this period, or it remains conscious while

awaiting the resurrection.39 A greater difficulty is

encountered for the dualist in the matter of the resur-

rection of the body.
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A common dualist view is that the soul “remem-

bers” the form of the body and that God miracu-

lously restores the physical body. A prime example

is Aquinas’s compound dualism in which the soul

is the form of the body. Therefore it makes perfect

sense that God can recreate the body based on the

existence of the soul. The problems that arise in this

view have to do primarily with whether the new

body must, in fact, be “the same” as the old body.

If the answer is yes, then it becomes difficult to

explain how even God can reassemble matter for

one individual’s new body when that matter may

well have gone on to become incorporated into other

bodies that belong to other individuals. Some refer

to this as the “cannibal problem,” in that cannibalism

is the most direct way for one’s matter to become

part of another’s body.

Monists are faced with problems that appear

more daunting due to their wholly physical account-

ing of the human person. The Christian monist’s

basic response to questions about immortality is that

human life is supposed to be embodied life. God

must ultimately save our physical bodies in eternity.

One way of envisioning this is to assume that God

“simply,” miraculously restores our physical beings

at the time of the resurrection and due to our person-

hood being entirely physical, we now exist again,

complete with our past experience (encoded in our

brains, genomes, and epigenomes).40

Another more significant criticism of monists is

explaining an intermediate state between one’s death

and the general resurrection. The primary text used

is 2 Cor. 5:8, in which Paul expresses a preference to

be “away from the body and at home with the Lord”

(TNIV). First, it should be noted that this is one of the

few passages in scripture that seems to make con-

crete statements about the divisibility of body and

soul. Cooper, a biblical scholar and a dualist, con-

cludes that the simplest interpretation is that Paul

really believed that there could be a period of disem-

bodied but animated existence after death.41 Pauline

experts such as Murray Harris, Linda Belleville,

Scott Hafemann, and Jerry Sumney note that Paul

was never clear on this point and made numerous

statements that better support anthropological

monism and immediate transformation upon death

to receive a spiritual body.42

We agree with Belleville that this passage seems

to be redressing Greek dualism and Christian Gnos-

tic beliefs.43 The text itself is about the “earthly tent”

(our present body) versus the “building from God”

(our resurrection body). This passage is not about

the intermediate state but about one’s final, eternal

state as embodied rather than disembodied. Paul

was radically confronting Gnostic teachings that

death frees the soul from bodily imprisonment.

Paul stipulates in verse 4, “we do not wish to be

unclothed but to be clothed with our heavenly

dwelling.” He is endorsing the Christian hope of

re-embodiment and ”repudiating the Greek idea that

disembodiment is desirable.”44

While Christian physicalists often are skeptical of

biblical warrant for a robust intermediate state, they

are not without possible explanation for such a state.

Also, deep-thinking dualists are not unaware that

their view, too, is complicated. The fact that souls are

usually considered, by their nature, to persist after

death, allows one to model how personal survival

may occur without explaining it. In fact, even the

most impassioned of dualists, Cooper, acquiesces

that perhaps one may need to exist as a “quasi-

bodily person” in the intermediate state to fit the

biblical data.45 Monists typically believe that one

simply does not exist during the intermediate period.

They also note that we still have a poor understand-

ing of the material universe and that we should not

foreclose on the possibility that one might persist in

a physical sense after one’s body is referred to as

a corpse. Corcoran specifically asserts that while

people are entirely physical in his view, they are not

logically identical with their bodies. He goes to great

lengths to demonstrate that a corpse’s mere presence

does not logically require that the person has ceased

to exist, even for materialists.46 There is no evidence

offered that this does actually occur (neither does

the dualist have what science would call evidence

of the afterlife), but the logical possibility opens up

realms for monist thought on how a robust inter-

mediate state may be possible.

To summarize, as we consider these complexities

associated with eternal life and resurrection, we

should recognize that all the models face difficulties

in explaining how we may die, then live again, and

how the new person would genuinely be ourselves

and not simply a copy.
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Insights from
Developmental Biology
Having surveyed various scriptural and philosophi-

cal considerations related to the nature of persons,

we now turn to insights from biological science. First

we discuss insights from developmental biology that

may be inconsistent with perspectives that endorse

the three beliefs from the introduction (immediate

ensoulment, hierarchicalism, and discorporealism).

Unique Soul Identity and
the Problem of Embryo Twinning
The generation of monozygotic twins (i.e., two indi-

viduals derived from a single embryo) may pose

problems for the concept of the soul.47 One of the

earliest references may be that of Roman Catholic

priest Joseph Donceel.48 Arguing against immediate

ensoulment, he correctly notes that “identical twins

… start life as one ovum, fecundated [i.e., fertilized]

by one spermatozoon.”49 The embryo developing

from this single fertilized ovum later divides to gen-

erate two embryos that eventually form genetically

identical twins. Donceel, referring to Aquinas’s view

of the soul, finds this condition difficult to reconcile

with immediate ensoulment.

Conversely, J. P. Moreland and Scott Rae, who

argue from a dualistic perspective based on Aquinas,

do not see embryo twinning as an impediment to

accepting immediate ensoulment.50 In their view,

the unusual case (the development of two ensouled

individuals from a single embryo) can be explained

by substance dualism (both Cartesian and Thomistic

forms) with reference to how God normally achieves

this end for a single individual. In both cases, certain

physical conditions must exist before a new individ-

ual takes shape (e.g., the union of sperm and egg

or the division of a single embryo), and once those

physical conditions are met, God chooses to create

a new soul. Since this is how he acts in typical exam-

ples of reproduction, we should not be surprised that

this also occurs in unusual cases. Moreland and Rae

extend the same rationale to the potential creation of

a human clone—when and if such an event occurs,

God will create a soul for the clone once the neces-

sary physical conditions for a new life exist.

While this explanation may seem adequate at

first, further consideration of the complexities of

monozygotic twinning suggests it is anything but

adequate. If we assume that all such twinning occurs

at a very early stage, perhaps our objection is trivial.

However, twinning occurs at different days post-

fertilization and can result in either separate or

shared extra-embryonic membranes (e.g., amnion

and chorion).51 The majority of monozygotic twins

(60–70%) develop from embryos that divide three to

eight days following fertilization. The process can

occur as late as 12–13 days postfertilization. These

late divisions sometimes result in conjoined twins.

Presumably at original fertilization, a soul was cre-

ated. After the twinning division, which organism

gets that primary soul and which gets the new one?

Or are two new souls created, and the old one per-

ishes? Or does God, knowing that twinning will

occur, delay ensoulment until the division occurs,

at which time he adds two souls?

On our reading, those advocating creationism

credit God with a different kind of interaction in

the universe during soul creation than during the

rest of creation. This seems a bit of an interventionist

model,52 literally requiring a special intervention of

God in something that happens untold times every

day. Such an explanation raises the same type of

problem as when Isaac Newton suggested that God

must occasionally intervene in the universe to keep it

operating smoothly.53

Unique Soul Identity and
the Problem of Chimeras
Chimeras in mythology are individuals composed

of parts from various different kinds of organisms.

In biology, a chimera is a single creature with cells

from two different individuals.54 These cases result

from spontaneous fusions of fraternal twins in utero.

They are generally detected when the individual pre-

sents two normally incompatible phenotypes, such as

having a mixture of two blood types, or evidence of

hermaphroditism.

One recently discovered case involved a woman

who needed an organ transplant.55 Her family mem-

bers were tissue typed to search for a compatible

donor. Two of her three sons had genotypes indi-

cating that they were not her biological offspring.

Further investigation showed that the woman was

a chimera. Her blood system (used to determine her

immunological type) was derived entirely from one

of the two original embryos. The woman possessed
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the immunological markers consistent with the two

sons, but they simply were not carried in her blood.

What do such beings tell us about the soul? If we

hold to immediate ensoulment, do such individuals

actually have two souls—one from each embryo?

Or perhaps the two original souls fuse to form a

“chimeric soul.” Perhaps one soul “died” or was

somehow subsumed by the other soul in order that

there would be only one final soul remaining.

The first option, one person with two souls, seems

a theologically complicated alternative. It seems in-

compatible with important features of many theories

of the soul such as the soul as “the form” in com-

pound dualism. Furthermore, if the soul is responsi-

ble for human reason, consciousness, ability to love,

and other things, it seems that such a person would

have an incredible problem with personal identity,

perhaps exhibiting dissociative identity disorder or

something worse. But this is not the case. Although

some XX/XY chimeric hermaphrodites experience

psychological and identity challenges, chimeras do

not generally evidence more psychological distress

than the general population.56

The second and third options that involve either

fusion of two souls or the disappearance of one

at the expense of the other also seem theologically

unsound. In most dualist formulations, the soul

is an essential substance, not something that could

reasonably be merged with another such substance.

If instead, one soul was somehow destroyed or

“voluntarily” disappeared, this calls into question

God’s good will for that soul. Of course, the natural

world is fallen, and one could argue that chimeric

humans occur as a result of the Fall. Of the three

options, this last one seems least objectionable to us

on theological grounds; however, theories involv-

ing delayed ensoulment, emergentism, or monism

largely avoid this problem.

Insights from Animal Consciousness and
Neurobiology
We now address implications from studies of animal

consciousness and from neurobiology. Much infor-

mation from these areas suggests that humans may

not have immaterial souls, thus negating dualistic

views associated with immediate ensoulment, hier-

archicalism, and discorporealism.

There is increasing evidence to suggest at least

some animals have a form of consciousness. Donald

Griffin and Gayle Speck review the literature this

way:

Although no single piece of evidence provides

a “smoking gun” [that demonstrates animal con-

sciousness] … the data … renders it far more

likely than not that animal consciousness is real

and significant.57

They survey the literature on brain structure and find

that “the basic nature of the central nervous system

function is much the same in all animals with central

nervous systems …” and that “no uniquely human

correlate of consciousness [with regard to brain struc-

ture] has been discovered.”58 They also describe

several recent behavioral studies in which animals’

responses to novel challenges “provide suggestive

evidence of animal consciousness.”59 They also con-

sider animal communication and show that several

types of observations can be “useful as evidence of

conscious experiences.”60

Joel Green makes similar observations and also

addresses the existence of mirror neurons in some

animals. Mirror neurons are neurons that fire both

when an individual acts and when the individual

observes another individual performing the same

action. Green says that this attribute in animals

provides clear biological evidence that these ani-

mals are, like humans, characterized by a “theory

of the mind”—that is by the ability to understand

that others have beliefs and intentions.61

Though space constraints prohibit extensive consid-

eration, we make two observations regarding how

animal consciousness bears on the distinctiveness of

the human soul. First, some definitions of the human

soul (such as Descartes’s) state that the human soul

is what allows us to have consciousness. Of course,

it is possible to modify this element of a strong

dualistic model in several ways. Some dualists, such

as Hasker, would argue that the soul is not respon-

sible for all conscious activity,62 while others, such

as Swinburne, simply believe that animals do have

souls.63 Second, if human consciousness is not cate-

gorically different from animal consciousness, then

it is not necessarily the possession of an immaterial

soul that makes us “in God’s image,” but rather

many aspects of our embodied existence, such as our

responsibility to care for creation and to have rela-

tionships with other humans and with God.64
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Observations from neurobiology further suggest

that a strong form of dualism is less tenable than

once thought. There is a vast literature on this topic.

We merely sketch the direction of current discus-

sion by focusing primarily on some considerations

of Malcolm Jeeves, a Christian neuroscientist who

doubts the existence of an immaterial soul and

whose thinking on this subject mirrors that of most

neurobiologists.

Jeeves has written extensively on questions

related to neuroscience and faith.65 He describes

several observations, both historic and recent, from

what he calls a “bottom-up” perspective. In these

instances, physical changes in the brain (caused by

accidents, disease, or experiment) caused corre-

sponding changes in behavior and/or cognition. He

tells the compelling story of a schoolteacher who,

seemingly beyond his control, began exhibiting

“lewd behavior and pedophilia.”66 The day before

he was to be sentenced on child molestation charges,

he complained of a severe headache. An MRI showed

the presence of a large brain tumor. Once it was

removed the man’s unusual behavior ceased. A year

later, the lewd behavior began to recur. Another MRI

showed that the tumor had regrown, and again,

removing it caused the behaviors to cease. This clini-

cal example, along with examples of experimental

manipulations of the brain, show time and again that

physical perturbation of the brain causes changes in

a subject’s behavior and/or cognition. It seems clear

from these examples that cognition is not associated

with some nonphysical component that functions

separately from the functions of the brain.

Jeeves also provides examples of “top-down”

effects, which he says involve “cognition producing

localized changes in the brain.”67 For example,

one MRI study compared London taxi drivers, “re-

nowned for their extensive and detailed navigation

experience and skills,” to normal controls. After two

years of “intensive training in navigation,” the cab-

bies’ brains were found to have significantly larger

anterior hippocampi.68 Studies like this again show

the close link between consciousness and the brain.

What happens in our minds can somehow change

the structures of our brains. Again, this does not

seem consistent with a stronger form of dualism that

claims a distinct separation of soul and body.

In considering the actual relationship between

mind and body, Jeeves suggests that “brain events”

and “mental events” may best be interpreted as

“complementary descriptions.” In proposing “dual-

ity” without “dualism,” he notes,

We may regard mental activity and correlated

brain activity as inner and outer aspects of one

complex set of events that together constitute

human agency. Two accounts can be written about

such a complex set of events, the mental story

and the brain story, and these demonstrate logi-

cal complementarity. In this way, the irreducible

duality of human nature is given full weight, but

it is a duality of aspect rather than a duality of

substance.69

Donald MacKay suggests from a similar neuro-

biological perspective that Christians should never

endorse a view of the soul that would require any

mental state that is not dependent upon brain

activity. It is the ultimate God-of-the-gaps problem

should we discover that all mental states are deter-

mined by (if not identical with) brain events.70

Although Jeeves speaks for the vast majority of

neurobiologists in skepticism of substance dualism,

some neurobiologists do disagree, most notably

Sir John Eccles.71

Developing Hominization—
A Model of Personhood and
Its Applications

A Model of Developing Hominization

In light of the difficulties posed by science against

immediate ensoulment, hierarchicalism, and dis-

corporealism, we present a model of “developing

hominization” that should enhance our understand-

ing of what it means to be a human person. The basic

premises of this model are as follows. First, humans

are different from other animals in such attributes

as the extent of consciousness that we possess, and

in other traits such as our ability to love, to relate to

others of our kind and to God, to bear responsibility,

and to act sacrificially. The substance or property

(hereafter referred to as the “essence”) that enables

these uniquely human attributes to exist may be

material or immaterial, physical or spiritual. In

whichever case, God is able to maintain this essence
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or precisely and uniquely recreate it in an inscrutable

way that enables humans to survive after death. The

essence that makes us uniquely human is not present

in complete form at the moment of fertilization. This

essence interacts so intimately with the entire person,

that it is only the entire person that exhibits func-

tional unity. And finally, this essence should not be

considered somehow better or purer than any other

part of the person, and it should not be considered to

constitute the “real person.”

We have chosen the term “developing homini-

zation” to emphasize that the model advocates a

developmental view of the human person. It is not

specifically monist or dualist, though it can accommo-

date either. There are three key aspects of this

model. The model is (1) open to several possible in-

terpretations of what it means to be a person. It is

(2) integrative with regard to interpretations from

both theology and science. And it is (3) intentional

with regard to considerations of potential conse-

quences of embracing the model itself.

Openness—The developing hominization model is

unlike the five models presented above. It is more

of a “metamodel” that can potentially incorporate

ideas from several of the models and in some cases,

can acknowledge the possible correctness of one or

more of them. Given the conditions described above,

the only models among the five presented earlier

that would be explicitly rejected are a strong version

of the Neoplatonic model and a substance dualism

such as that advocated by Descartes.

Integrative—This model is based on input from both

theology and science. Much of the input from theol-

ogy is “negative” in that what scripture does not say

has been taken seriously. Specifically, there seems

to be no consistent scriptural articulation of the

nature of the essence that makes humans unique,

nor description of how or when the essence comes

into being. An intermediate state for humans be-

tween death and the resurrection seems to suggest

a requirement of disembodied existence, but monists

have given explanations that would be faithful to

scripture.72 Thus, the existence of an immaterial soul

does not seem to be an absolute requirement for

orthodoxy. Likewise our model neither requires nor

restricts the existence of a soul. However, it does

limit the degree to which the soul can be thought of

as the “essence,” since we stipulate that this essence

is not in any part but only in the whole of a person.

The model also responds to positive input from

scripture and theology with its recognition that the

material aspect of human beings is of great value.

Furthermore, that this model also integrates input

from science, leading to fruitful reduction in the

number of tenable theories, is one of its chief

strengths.

Intentional—The effectiveness of the church through-

out history appears to have been hampered, in many

cases, by unintended consequences of particular

views of the human soul. For instance, a historical

tendency toward asceticism in the early church has

lingering effects today, including an associated

devaluing of women (see below). This unfortunate

example seems clearly linked to an overly negative

view of the material world based in a strong dualistic

perspective emphasizing the perspective we label

hierarchicalism. The developing hominization model

may serve to correct erroneous views of human

personhood, thus avoiding this and other similarly

based errors in praxis. This model also has at least

one feature—its rejection of immediate ensoul-

ment—that could itself generate errors of praxis if

an intentional approach to application is not taken.

Application of a Model of
Developing Hominization
What is at stake if, as we have suggested, several

commonly held beliefs about the human soul are

wrong? There are points of disagreement between

believers on many theological concepts—why is this

one so crucial? It is crucial because what we believe

about the spiritual nature of humanness is founda-

tional to so many other beliefs. It affects what we

think about the very nature of the material world—

is it good or is it evil? … can we trust our senses?

… what is our relationship to the rest of the created

order? It affects how we view and treat other hu-

mans. Are they fellow sojourners, sources of tempta-

tion, souls to be won for Christ, or individuals who

need healing? Furthermore, what we think about our

human nature is crucial because it is often divisive.

Those who hold extreme views frequently discount

the views of others and leave little room for

compromise.

The model that we have proposed attempts to

harmonize clear perspectives from theology and
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science, seeking to establish a firmer basis for objec-

tive understanding. While it excludes some extreme

theological positions, its openness creates more

potential to unify different strains of thought than it

does to divide them. We believe that our model can

be applied to Christian scholarship in various ways.

For example, perspectives derived from this model

could inform discussion about topics such as human

biotechnology, neuropsychology, or evolution. Each

of these is too broad and nuanced to address here.

However, to demonstrate the utility of our model,

we will use it to consider briefly three topics that

are more readily accessible, and which are directly

related to the concepts of immediate ensoulment,

hierarchicalism, and discorporealism.

Immediate Ensoulment and the
Sanctity of Human Life
The developing hominization model rejects the

assumption that our personal essence is present in

complete form at the moment of fertilization. Because

of the particular methods employed by many con-

temporary American Christians to defend human

life, this aspect of the model may seem to undermine

the “sanctity of life” position. Since this may be a

legitimate concern, we should carefully consider this

objection.73

While the belief in immediate ensoulment may

influence decisions about protecting early human

life, it is not a necessary assertion for preserving a

commitment to the sanctity of human life in utero.

However, as this is often the only “pro-life” assertion

made in our culture, some additional rationale is

needed. Corcoran gives such additional justification

by noting that destroying a developing human life

is an action that is opposed to God’s good intention

for that developing person.74 It is difficult to see how

destroying an organism that will become a human

person and for whom God himself has that good

intention is less problematic than destroying a soul.

Besides, as Corcoran also notes, if one holds a

strongly dualistic view, then “it is plausible to think

that abortion never ends the existence of a person”

since that person’s soul (their “real self”) continues

to exist.75

This last observation leads logically to a consider-

ation of how nondualists (both within and outside

of Christianity) may view arguments related to the

sanctity of human life. Some may disbelieve in the

existence of a soul; for this reason, they disregard

arguments for sanctity of life altogether.76 Others

may recognize the potential gravity of ending an

early-stage human life, but they consider that this act

is less grave because it really does not destroy the

“real” person. We assert that someone’s personhood

status is not the appropriate measure of whether

they should be protected. It leaves vulnerable both

the unborn and those who have suffered a loss of

mental functions. For instance, up to 40% of people

labeled as in persistent vegetative states are mis-

diagnosed.77 If they do not possess reason, or cogni-

tive ability, or cortical activity, are they to be

euthanized or assisted in “suicide”?

One need not be a Christian, or even a theist, to

follow an argument similar to God’s good will—

regarding potential. No one disputes that the egg in

an endangered eagle’s nest will one day be an eagle

even though it is not currently “viable.” Thus, the

egg is protected. Similarly, a human embryo is, in

fact, human and deserving of respect and protection

as a potentially valuable individual. While accepting

the possibility that a fully formed, nonmaterial soul

may not exist from fertilization onward may weaken

one argument for preserving human life in utero,

it may strengthen other arguments for it. These argu-

ments may be more convincing to nondualists and

non-Christians than the common argument of imme-

diate ensoulment. Careful attention to these other

justifications, such as God’s good intention and hu-

man potential, should provide equivalent (and pos-

sibly better) protection for the preborn and others at

risk, since non-Christians and nondualists may be

more swayed by them. And finally, if one believes

the assertion that a fully developed soul is not pres-

ent at fertilization, it is disingenuous to use the soul

to argue in favor of the sanctity of preterm life.

Hierarchicalism, Asceticism, the
Marginalization of Women, and Anorexia
Many factors have contributed to the historic phe-

nomenon of gender inequality, and sadly, the influ-

ence of some forms of Christianity has often been

cited.78 This relationship is undoubtedly complex,

but we believe that one contributing factor has been

the influence of soul-body hierarchicalism. In this
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section, we consider the historical justification for

this assertion and probe one current-day manifesta-

tion of gender-biased beliefs, the condition known

as anorexia nervosa.

Elizabeth Hall notes that whenever hierarchical

dualism is held, one of two results ensues: license or

asceticism.79 We contend that the ascetic movement

of the early church, and that of later heresies, was

linked to such hierarchicalism. The ascetic move-

ment, which culminated in the fourth century,

involved treating the body harshly in sexual

restraint (even within marriage), in the consumption

of food, and in other normal human activities.80

The idea was that subjugating the body allowed

the more important spiritual self to flourish. Though

it is difficult to discern between legitimate spiritual

practices and certain pathological behaviors, some

documented behaviors were extreme and perhaps

pathological. Whereas many practitioners were

heretical (e.g., Gnostics), many were within ortho-

dox Christianity. In fact, some well-known advo-

cates of such practices were among the church

fathers themselves, whose asceticism sadly often

contained a somewhat misogynistic perspective,

presumably motivated from a concern for

safe-guarding sexual purity.81

By the Middle Ages, the most notable forms of

asceticism were evident in the heretical sects.82

Within orthodoxy, however, asceticism was also

quite pervasive.83 It was during this era that extreme

fasting became a common practice, especially among

women seeking to live holy lives. Gail Corrington

documents this trend, describing it, in part, as a

response to male domination, and linking it to

current-day patterns associated with anorexia. She

describes both groups of women in their noneating

practices as “resisting a male image of women (pas-

sive, lustful, with obvious feminine characteristics)

in favor of an image men promote for themselves

(stringent self-denial; slimness and fitness).”84

Sabom also draws connections between the asceti-

cism of the Middle Ages (as practiced by Gnostics)

and current-day anorexia, noting that “the beliefs

and practices of anorexics share common themes

and theological errors with adherents of the ancient

Christological heresy of Gnosticism.”85 Sabom de-

scribes a form of asceticism in which “the body

is treated as separate from the ‘real self’ or ‘soul,’

and becomes an object of capricious manipulation

if not outright contempt.”86 These beliefs include

both hierarchicalism and discorporealism as we

define them.

Caroline Giles Banks provides evidence from sur-

veys, clinical records, and a case study to argue that

some current-day cases of anorexia are partly rooted

in poor Christian theology with an emphasis on

asceticism.87 She cites several sources to show that

anorexia appears to be more common among people

with conservative religious backgrounds than in the

general population. She describes multiple inter-

views with a woman identified as “Margaret C.,”

about ten years after Margaret was hospitalized for

anorexia. Margaret spoke frequently and idealisti-

cally of her Christian faith, and Banks suggests that

Margaret even rationalized some of her very strange

eating habits (e.g., eating only between midnight

and sunrise) with statements about her faith. One

description related to Margaret’s view of death

clearly demonstrates a dualist inclination:

When [the Bible] says, “Thou shalt never see

death,” I believe it … Well, the part of you that

goes [to Heaven] is really yourself because the

body is nothing ... Anybody who believes in the

Bible would believe in that as a matter of fact.88

Corrington also describes several published accounts

of interviews with anorectic women that suggest their

illnesses may have theological roots. She notes that

“anorexia is described by anorectics themselves as

a form of askesis, a discipline of the body for the sake

of a ‘higher purpose.’”89

Obviously, there are many sources of both prac-

tices that encourage gender inequality, and of con-

ditions that promote the phenomenon of anorexia,

but if one contributing factor is poor Christian theol-

ogy, Christian scholars should work to correct this

situation. We believe that rejecting soul-body hier-

archicalism is one step that should be taken toward

this goal.

Discorporealism, Evangelism, and
Social Responsibility
The conference on world evangelization (Lausanne,

Switzerland, 1974) was perhaps “the most strategic

evangelical gathering in contemporary history.”90

According to Tokunboh Adeyemo, it articulated
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a vision that “positively expresses socio-political

involvement as a Christian duty and places it on the

same level as evangelism,” a perspective that has led

to what is now called “holistic mission.”91 This per-

spective was at that time (and still is, in some circles)

a matter of considerable debate. We believe that a

disjunction between these two callings (social welfare

and evangelism) is a relatively recent historical aber-

ration and may have resulted, in part, from an erro-

neous view of human personhood, which we define

as discorporealism.

Padilla strongly argues for holistic mission, point-

ing to the life and ministry of Jesus Christ himself

as a model for this approach.

His earthly life and ministry … came to be the

model of the life and mission of the church. If that

is the case, the proclamation of the good news to

the poor, the preaching of freedom for captives, of

the recovery of sight for the blind, and the libera-

tion of the oppressed is a basic criterion by which

to assess how far the mission of today’s church

was really the continuation of the mission of Jesus

of Nazareth.92

Though the specific patterns varied throughout the

history of the church, a strong sense of social respon-

sibility was an early and enduring element of the

mission of the church.93 Bong Ro suggests that it was

only during the twentieth century that evangelical

Christians shifted in their emphasis away from social

involvement and “laid increasing emphasis upon

preaching the gospel with a view to saving individ-

ual souls.” Ro sees this shift as a reaction against

twentieth-century theological liberalism and the

“liberal associations of the ‘social gospel.’”94

Vinay Samuel and Chris Sugden suggest an ex-

planation for the evangelical retreat from social

responsibility that goes to the central tenets of this

article, namely a certain hierarchical dualism. They

note,

We suggest that one reason why people assign this

sort of priority to man’s vertical relationship is that

they have a dualistic understanding of existence

assuming that man lives in two realms, an inner

realm and an outer realm. This dualism cannot

be sustained either by biblical teaching or by philo-

sophical reasoning.95

Though Samuel and Sugden use the language of

“inner” and “outer” realms, not “soul” and “body,”

they further clarify these terms with language that

indicates one could label them such:

The inner realm is the locus of the vertical relation-

ship with God. It is a realm of unchanging spiritual

realities … it is a realm of religion, ideas, concepts

and language. This realm can be experienced only

individually …

[On the other hand,] the outer realm is the locus of

horizontal relationships with man. It is the realm

of physical and material existence.96

Padilla agrees:

The reduction of the Christian mission to the oral

communication of a message of otherworldly sal-

vation grows out of a misunderstanding of God’s

purpose and the nature of human beings. It is

assumed that God wants to “save souls” rather

than “to reconcile to himself all things, whether

things on earth or things in heaven” (Col. 1:20) and

that the human being only needs to be reconciled

to God rather than to experience fullness of life.

In the final analysis, this is a reduction related

to ideas taken from Greek philosophy, not from

Scripture.97

If these authors are correct, it seems that gaining

a corrected view of the nature of personhood is vital

even to the ultimate mission of God’s church on earth.

Final Considerations
We have considered various views of what it means

to be a human person, and have shown that many

traditionally accepted views are not required by a

faithful reading of scripture nor are they well sup-

ported by current science. We believe that some of

these views have led to errors in praxis among Chris-

tians, and we have suggested an alternative model—

developing hominization—that can be accepted by

orthodox Christians and that should help to avoid

the errors we have identified.

This model does not presume to provide a defini-

tive explanation of the nature of personhood, but

rather an overview of likely options. In this regard,

it should not be considered a dogmatic pronounce-

ment, but rather a pedagogical model for promoting

teaching and learning and for stimulating consider-

ation regarding the nature of personhood.

Perhaps the most contentious aspect of this model

is its rejection of immediate ensoulment. For many
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Christians, the assumption of immediate ensoulment

is equivalent to an article of faith, and we do not

wish to provoke a spirit of disharmony within the

Body. We may never have epistemic certainty as to

whether or when a soul exists, or what it may be

constituted of. We do not mean to advance this

model as a weapon with which to bludgeon others.

However, we do believe, based on current knowl-

edge, that immediate ensoulment does not occur

and that belief in immediate ensoulment can lead

to errors in praxis. It is also worth reiterating that

if one rejects the theory of immediate ensoulment,

it is necessary to identify other justification (such as

presented here) for preserving embryonic and fetal

life when warranted. While this may seem like

a weakness to the model, finding other justifica-

tions more understandable to nondualists and non-

Christians may be just what is needed for more-

productive political dialogue.

The assertions of this model, that the essence that

makes us uniquely human should not be considered

somehow better or purer than any other part of the

person, and should not be considered to constitute

the “real person,” are much less controversial.

However, we believe that much harm has been

done throughout history and into the present when

Christians have failed to fully acknowledge these

assertions. If our presentation of the model of devel-

oping hominization has any lasting effect, we hope

that it will be to stimulate critical consideration of

the importance of these assertions to the Christian

worldview. �
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